The Camera
Ready Retreat
Helping Entrepreneurs Unlock
Their Charismatic Self On- Camera
to Stand Out Online and Create
Authentic Connections

You're in luck

We're Looking
for
SPONSORS!

Find out how your business
can be a part of this
amazing event!

> You're not sure that you have
anything worth listening to, will
people even care or watch your
videos?
> You're not sure what to talk
about or how much to share
because you're scared of what
your family and friends are going
to think of you when they see
Here's what I'm all about and
who I help!

in front of the camera. You show
up on video sometimes but it

entrepreneurs move through

basically just feels like it's

their limiting stories of what

someone else, not the real you.

holds them back from growing

> You're inconsistent with

their business using video.I

posting video so you feel like

help you get SEEN, become
visible and stand out online for
better connection, natural,
authentic, powerful on camera
audience and sales.It's
also pretty damn healing, to
finally release these holds,
unlock your unique
charisma and step into that
leader you are in LIFE, and
bring it in front of the LENS.

> You feel like a fake, imposter,
actor, robot fraud when you get

I help purpose driven

presence to increase your

this video.

you're kind of doing it so maybe
it's fine> You know video in the
marketing path of the NOW and
the future and you're ready for
some guidance to help you
discover your particular brand of
charm, confidence, charisma on
camera

GET
CAMERA
READY

I am currently promoting my live 3 day in-person
event, The Camera Ready Retreat in Denver,
November 15-17th, where I take people through
a deeply immersive experience to breakthrough
their video phobias and help them get visible in
their business to better connect and sell to their
audience through the lens.

BE PART OF THIS
EVENT!
We're looking for sponsors to partner with us in
this amazing event! Introduce your business and
brand to crowds of entrepreneurs and people
looking to become big and get camera ready!

GET
CAMERA
READY

How to be part of this exciting event?

CASH SPONSOR $5,000
Your logo on the step and repeat for event
photos and promoted in all social media as the
official sponsor of this VIP Workshop Retreat.
Literature and your branded product
contributions handed out in the VIP gift bags.
- Entrepreneurs will post images with your logo
on social media each day of the workshop
- Be seen as the leading business associated with
purpose driven, powerful influencers in the
online space

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR CONTRIBUTING
TO THIS POWERFUL EVENT! I'M HONORED
TO COLLABORATE WITH YOU <3
- Kellsie Moore
Actress, On-Camera Expert For Entrepreneurs,
Speaker
@kellsie_moore
BE MARVELOUS YOU

GET CAMERA READY

